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Summary: The MAP kinases (MAPKs), including ERK, JNK and p38 families comprise part of the 

intracellular signalling network, which is essential for signal transduction from receptors and stimuli 

to the biological reaction. Activity of MAPKs plays a crucial role in normal functioning of the 

immune system. By taking part in cytokine production upon signalling from activated TLR receptors,  

MAPKs are involved in initiation of innate immunity  and in responses to binding  of cytokines by 

appropriate receptors. MAPKs activity is also important for T and B lymphocyte differentiation, by 

the ITAM signalling pathway. Moreover, their involvement in apoptosis supports lymphocyte T 

cytotoxicity and enables the removal of damaged, infected or transformed cells. Correct functioning 

of the MAPK signalling is crucial for effective immune response, and therefore MAPKs’ inhibitors 

constitute a promising therapeutic goal.  
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MAP KINASES 

 
Intracellular signal transduction allows cells to respond to signals from the 

extracellular environment, detected by appropriate receptors. This response 

involves changes in genes expression and cell functioning [41]. 

MAP kinases (mitogen activated protein kinases, MAPK) are serine/threonine 

kinases activated by mitogens, which were first described as the proteins activated 

by growth  factors [26]. All the MAPKs posses a Thr-X-Tyr (TXY) motif within 

their activation loop. Three main families of MAPKs exist in mammalian species: 

ERK (extracellular signal-regulated kinase), containing Thr-Glu-Tyr (TEY) motif, 

JNK/SAPK (c-Jun N-terminal/stress-activated protein kinase) containing Thr-Pro-

Tyr motif (TPY) and p38 kinase, with Thr-Gly-Tyr motif (TGY) [26].  
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MAPKs are activated through a triple phosphorylation cascade: MAP kinase 

kinases (MAPKKs or MAP2Ks) phosphorylate MAPK on Thr and Tyr, while 

MAPKKs are activated after phosphorylation on their Ser/Thr residues by MAP 

kinase kinase kinases (MAPKKKs or MAP3K). Adaptor proteins, such as Grb2, 

Sos or Vav are also necessary for transduction of the signal from the activated 

receptors to MAPKs [26] (Fig.1). 

 

 
 
FIGURE 1. Signalling cascades if MAP kinases. Activation of MAP kinase signalling pathways is 

based upon a triple cascade. MAP kinases are activated by MAP kinase kinases  -  MKK/MAP2K, 

including: MEK 1/2, MKK3, MKK4 (SEK 1) MEK 5, MKK6 and MKK7. MAP2 kinases are 

activated by  MAP kinase kinase kinases -  MKKK/MAP3K. To date, 14  MKKK have been 

identified, including: TPL2, MEKKK1/2/3, TAK1, ASK1, MLK1/2/3. MKKKs are regulated by 

multiply transduction pathways upstream (TLRs, cytokine receptors and growth factors). 
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ERK kinase cascade was the first described protein cascade. This kinase has 

two homologous forms: ERK1 (p44) and ERK2 (p42), with the basic 

Raf/MEK/ERK cascade. ERK signalling pathways are activated by various growth 

factors and they induce transition from the quiescent state into the cell cycle. ERKs 

are also involved in cell proliferation, migration and differentiation. Their activity 

leads to activation of transcription factors, such as: Elk1, c-Myc, c-Fos or STAT3 

[40] (Fig.1). The family of ERK kinases is divided into two groups: 1) classic MAP 

kinases with ERK1 and ERK2 2) and large MAP kinases, such as ERK3, ERK5, 

ERK7 and ERK8, which contain an additional C-end domain [1, 40, 52]. 

JNK signalling pathway is recruited by stress factors, cytokines and some 

growth factors. JNK stress pathways participate in many different intracellular 

processes, including cell response to stress and apoptosis [27, 67]. JNKs are 

directly activated by the phosphorylation catalysed by the dual-specificity kinases 

MKK4 and MKK7, and their substrates are c-Jun and ATF2 transcription factors 

and proteins from Bcl-2 family. There are three isoforms of JNKs: ubiquitous  

JNK1 and JNK2 isoforms and JNK3, present only in the brain  [2] (Fig.1). 

Another signalling MAP kinase pathway activated in stress and by cytokines is 

the p38 signalling pathway. At least four isoforms of p38-MAPK are known: , , 

 and  MKK3 and 6 are direct activators of p38, and this pathway leads to 

phosphorylation of  ATF2, NF-B or  MK2 [26, 67]. 

Many proteins are the substrates of MAP kinases, including transcription 

factors such as: ATF2 (activating transcription factor 2), Elk-1, Fos, Jun, MEF2 

(myocyte enhancer factor 2), Myc and other protein kinases [26, 41]. Within a 

short span of time, the cell receives different signals which induce different, 

sometimes contradictory effects. Therefore, the signalling pathways inside the cell 

cooperate and influence each other in a so called cross-talk [26,41], which allows 

for integration of all external signals and definition of the cellular answer. Frequent 

interactions are observed between MAPKs and tyrosine kinases (Src), 

phospholipase C (PLC) or the NF-B pathway  [26].  

Activation of MAP kinases, its length and intensity, are necessary for 

regulation of the immune response. Negative regulation of MAPKs activity is 

possible due to MAP kinase phosphatases – MKP, catalysing de-phosphorylation 

of tyrosine and threonine in the Thr-X-Tyr motif [7]. So far, 13 MKPs with 

different substrate specificities, intracellular localisation and action have been 

identified [20].  
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INNATE IMMUNE MECHANISMS 

 
 Toll-like receptors (TLR) 

The innate immunity system detects the presence and nature of infection, 

provides the first line of host defence and controls initiation and determination of 

the effector class of the adaptive immune response. Multicellular organisms can 

recognise defined, conserved molecular patterns of microorganisms by Toll—like 

receptors (TLRs) [12]. Eleven TLRs have been described so far and each TLR 

recognises specific molecular patterns of microorganisms. For example, TLR2 

recognises lipoteichoic acids and peptidoglycans [19], TLR4 binds LPS [19], and 

TLR3 recognises viral dsRNA [30], while TLR9 recognises bacterial DNA rich in 

CpG sequences [54]. A pathogen’s recognition by TLRs induces signal 

transduction leading to activation of the transciption factor NF-kB and MAP 

kinases such as p38 and JNK. This activation leads to production of multiple 

cytokines (TNF-, IL-1, IL-6 and IL-12), adhesion molecules, and ultimately leads 

to inflammatory processes  [60, 62, 63]. 

Activation of TLR4 or TLR2 requires interaction of its cytoplasmic domain 

TIR with adaptor protein MyD88 (myeloid differentiation factor 88), which in turn 

interacts with IRAK kinases (interleukin-1 receptor-associated kinase) [44]. 

Activated by autophosphorylation, IRAK kinases activate TRAF6 protein, and 

downstream kinases, such as JNK and p38 are activated [10, 63]. This pathway is 

activated in macrophages upon binding of Mycobacterium sp. by TLR2 [61]. 

Macrophages stimulated by LAM (lipoarabinomannan) from mycobacterial cell 

walls showed significant activation of ERK and p38, resulting in TNF-α synthesis 

[28]. The authors also showed that ERK activity, induced by MEK-1, is necessary 

for production of TNF-α during Mycobacterium avium infection [28].  

The signal transduction pathway activated upon binding of viral dsRNA to 

TLR3 receptors on NK cells is different [49]. In this process, TRIF/TICAM-1 

(TIR-containing adapter molecule-1) adaptor complex is bound to the TIR domain 

of the activated TLR3 receptor, forming an active enzymatic complex inducing the 

cascade leading to activation of p38 kinase and transcription of cytokines and 

chemokines, such as IFN-, CXCL-10 and 8 [49]. 

Three signalling modules are involved in TNF-α and IL-1 production upon 

virus infection of epithelial cells in the respiratory system [37]. Expression of these 

cytokines requires activation of PKR kinase. The effectors of p38 kinase are 

transcription factors: Mef-2, Elk-1 and ATF-2, modulating expression of IL-1 and 

TNF-α genes. Meusel and Imani [37] showed that the type of cytokines produced 

depends on the activation of the particular p38 kinase isomer - α, β, γ or δ. Other 

authors have demonstrated recently that specific cell types of the immune system 

show activity of particular isoforms of p38 kinase, which determines the type of 

cytokines produced upon TLR stimulation in the given cells [2, 27]. 
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Additionally, the p38 kinase cascade regulates TNF-α production at post-

trascriptional level [4]. mRNA for this protein has the ARE (AU rich elements) 

sequence at its 3’ position in the form of repeats (AUUUA)n. If there is no 

stimulation, this sequence enables mRNA destabilisation and its destruction, and 

inhibits its protein translation. Multiple research groups confirmed the influence of 

p38 kinase cascade upon stabilisation of transcripts containing ARE sequences 

[4,17,34]. Hitti et al. showed that p38 stabilises mRNA for TNF-α by activation of 

MK2 kinase, which phosphorylates  tristetraproline protein (TTP) and by binding 

to the RNA in the ARE region, influences fast mRNA destabilisation and TTP, 

phosphorylated  by MK2, loses its ability to bind to mRNA [17]. Interferon  

transcripts also possess ARE sequences. It has been shown that after using p38 

kinase inhibitor SB203580 in NK cells stimulated with  IL-12 and 18, the level of 

IFN- significantly decreases [34].   

 

MAP kinases in response to cytokines 

Also by the means of MAP kinases, signals induced by cytokines are 

transduced from their receptors in the cell membrane, resulting in specific effects. 

Two receptors of TNF-α are known: TNFR1 (p55) and TNFR2 (p75). TNFR1 has 

an intracellular death domain (DD) which can bind different adaptor proteins [48] 

and, depending on the type of adaptors, apoptotic or survival cell pathways are 

induced. If TNFR1 binds the adaptor protein TRADD (TNFR associated death 

domain-containing protein) and other adaptor proteins, such as those from the 

TRAF family (TNFR associated factor) or RIP kinase (receptor-interacting 

protein), JNKs and  p38 as well as NF-κB are activated [4, 13, 14, 31]. Lee et al. 

showed that RIP kinase and TRAF2 factor regulate JNK and p38 kinases 

independently [4]. RIP kinase is necessary to activate the p38 kinase cascade and it 

interacts directly with MEKK3. It also regulates the process of IKK activation, 

responsible for formation of the active form of NF-κB [4]. RIP-dependent 

activation of p38 kinase and NF-κB is necessary for production of IL-6 induced by 

TNF-α. [4, 13]. Additionally, RIP kinase leads to ERK activation [32].  

Similar signalling pathways are activated as a result of the stimulating 

influence of IL-1. Receptors for this cytokine, similar to TLRs, possess a 

cytoplasmatic TIR domain. The active complex ligand-receptor results in binding 

of adaptor MyD88 protein and activation of  TRAF6 factor by IRAK kinases [44]. 

The role of MAPKKK is played by TAK-1 protein, which forms a functional 

complex with TAB-1 and TAB-2 proteins (TAK binding protein) and it is directly 

activated by TRAF6 [22]. MKK7 activates JNK, while MKK3 and 6 activate p38. 

Additionally, TAK-1 also participates in activation of NF-B, by phosphorylating 

NIK kinase, which in turn activates IKK kinase [58]. The above described 

transduction pathways result in active transcription factors NF-κB, AP-1 or ATF-2, 

and the biological response of the cells to the given signal. 
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ADAPTIVE IMMUNE RESPONSES 

 
Activation of T lymphocytes 

MAPKs cascades play an important role in the process of lymphocyte 

proliferation and differentiation and MAPKs activity is of a key importance for 

thymocyte maturation. The thymocytes, which properly recognise antigens in the 

context of MHC, differentiate into CD8
+
 or CD4

+ 
T cells. ERK activity is required 

for this process and it is inhibited by ERK inhibitors [36]. McNell et al. showed 

that positive selection takes place during a long-term activation of ERK kinase, 

probably ERK kinase prevents thymocyte apoptosis by phosphorylation of pro-

apoptotic Bim [36]. On the other hand lymphocytes, which recognise own antigens, 

are subjected to negative selection and undergo apoptosis. JNK and p38 are 

involved in this process after activation by MINK (ASK2/MAPKKK6) kinase [18]. 

Mature T lymphocytes, which possess TCR receptors (T-cell receptor) on their 

surface, are responsible for recognition of an antigen. A lymphocyte requires two 

signals to become activated. The first signal is delivered by TCR receptors which 

recognise the antigen, while the second signal, a so called co-stimulatory signal, is 

delivered by interaction of different adhesion factors on the surface of T 

lymphocytes  (CD28 or CTLA-4) with the accessory receptors localised on the 

surface of antigen presenting cells (APC) (Fig. 2). Lacking the second signal, 

lymphocytes lose their ability to become activated and become anergised. Both 

TCR receptors, as well as CD3 glycoproteins possess cytoplasmic ITAM domains 

(immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif) [8, 13, 57]. Binding of an 

antigen by TCR-CD3 complex induces intercellular signalling pathways. ITAM 

domains have no autocatalytic properties but they are activated by non-receptor 

tyrosine kinases from the Src family  (Lck, Fyn), the latter kinases being bound to 

cytoplasmic domains of CD4+ or CD8+ receptors. As a result of binding external 

domains to the appropriate MHC molecules presenting antigens, dissociation and 

migration of Src kinases takes place and the two tyrosines within the characteristic 

motif of ITAM domains become phosphorylated. Activated ITAMs bind kinases 

from the Syk family (Syk and ZAP-70) and become further phosphorylated [12, 20, 

57]. 

Activated Syk kinases phosphorylate adaptor proteins. LAT (p36) is one of the 

best known adaptor proteins activated by Syk kinases in T cells [21] and it is 

critical for transduction of cellular signals. LAT protein can bind other adaptors or 

enzymatic proteins, resulting in different effects. MAPKs play an important role in 

this process. The phosphorylated LAT protein binds Grb2 protein, and the 

Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK cascade is activated, resulting in the recruitment of AP-1 

factor involved in T lymphocytes activation [32].  

ERK cascade can be activated independently from Grb2 by protein kinase C. 

Upon binding of phospholipase C to LAT, secondary mediators IP3 and DAG are 

produced [6]. DAG in turn activates PKC, which stimulates ERK cascade at the  
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level of Ras protein [51, 68]. Directed by transcription factors, activity of the ERK 

pathway determines differentiation of Th2 lymphocytes. 

Recruitment of an adaptor protein Vav to TCR leads to activation of JNK  [24] and 

to down-stream activation of c-Jun, present in AP-1, and to activation of NAFTc2 

[43]. Binding of these two factors within the promoter of IL-2 enables its 

expression. Several studies have shown that other signalling pathways of MAPKs 

are also involved in regulation of NFATs activity [4, 64].  

The classic activation of p38 kinases takes place in Th1 T cells upon 

stimulation with  IL-12 and IL-18 for IFN-γ production [2, 3] (Fig.2), although 

Mittelstadt et al. also showed the existence of an alternative p38 activation pathway 

in T cells through TCR receptors [38]. The alternative pathway operates without 

involvement of the LAT protein and MAPKKs or MAPKKKs. A receptor-derived 

signal leads to activation of tyrosine kinase Lck, and this kinase in turn activates 

ZAP-70 kinase, directly responsible for activation of p38 kinase at tyrosine 323, 

while the classic activation of p38 takes place at both  Thr 180 and Tyr 182. The 

p38 kinase with phosphorylated Tyr 323 shows autocatalytic properties and 

conducts the double phosphorylation of the classic motif, leading to its active form 

[56]. Alternative activation of p38 kinase can be blocked by Gadd45α suppressor 

protein which, upon direct interaction with p38 kinase, enables its phosphorylation 

blocks autocatalysis [55].  

The mechanism of alternative activation of p38 kinase was observed only in T 

cells and it is possible that this pathway may lead to T cell anergy [38]. Ohkusu-

Tsukada et al. showed that anergy of CD4
+
 T cells is induced by inhibition of ERK 

pathway by p38 kinase cascade activated by TAK-1 [42]. Anergy can also take 

place as a result of improper signalling via PKC/Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK cascade or 

disturbances in Ras protein activity [42].  

MAP kinases play an important role in activation, differentiation and 

functioning of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (Fig.2). On the basis of cytokines produced 

and their immunostimulatory effect, two classes of Th cells are distinguished: Th1 

and Th2. Th1 cells produce INF-γ and lymphotoxin-α, which stimulate the 

cytotoxic response, while Th2 cells produce IL-4, IL-5, IL-9, IL-10, which are 

involved in activation and differentiation of B cells. The Ras/ERK pathway plays a 

role in differentiation of Th2. ERK plays an important role in IL-2 expression 

during TCR-induced differentiation of CD4+ Th2 cells [22,50]. By using an 

inhibitor of p38 kinase,  SB 203580, it was shown that this kinase is required for 

IL-2 production, both in mature (spleen) and in immature (thymus) T cells [4]. 

Additionally, p38 kinase cascade is important for differentiation of Th1 cells and 

development of cytotoxicity (Fig.2) [3, 62] and it is necessary for production of 

many cytokines by inducing IL-12 production in  Th1 cells and by inducing IFN- 

production both in Th1 and Tc cells [50]. JNK kinase is involved in activation of T 

cells and its role involves reduction of the proliferative response of the activated Th 

cells and strengthening of Th polarisation towards Th1 [59].   
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Activation of B cells 
The cytoplasmic membrane of B cells possesses immunoglobulin receptors, 

called BCRs (B cell receptor). Their intracellular part consists of a heterodimer of 

Igα (CD79a) and Igβ (CD79b), each containing 1 ITAM domain [12]. As in the 

case of TCR, phosphorylation of ITAM domains involves Src kinases and 

activation of Syk kinases induces intracellular transduction pathways [16, 17, 29]. 

BCR receptors initiate PI-3K, Ras and phospholipase C pathways [11, 29], and 

their interactions result in lymphocyte proliferation and humoral response to 

antigen.  

In response to BCR stimulation in the process of B cell activation and 

proliferation, the ERK kinase pathway plays the most important role. It can be 

activated by Raf/MEK/ERK or the PI-3K kinase cascade [15, 29, 46]. During B 

cell proliferation, ERK kinase regulates activity of cyclin D, allowing for a cell 

transition from the G1 phase to S phase [46, 47].  

Activity of p38 kinase is related mostly with production of IgE by CD40-

stimulated B cells, and it results from induction of NF-B transcription factor. The 

activity of p38 kinase in this process is regulated by Lyn and Syk kinases [29, 66]. 

 

 

APOPTOSIS 

 
Apoptosis, or programmed cell death, is a mechanism responsible for proper 

functioning of the immune system. It is involved in differentiation of T cells and B 

cells, immune suppression, it enables destruction of intracellular pathogens and 

elimination of defective, destroyed or transformed cells. Apoptosis can be induced 

by cytokines produced by the immune cells, such as TNF-α or IL-1, reactive 

oxygen species (ROS), binding of Fas ligand by the infected cells or by a direct 

interaction of a pathogen with cells bearing Fas receptor. Apoptosis can be induced 

through two processes: 1) extracellular receptor pathway, when apoptosis is 

induced by activation of receptors containing death domain (DD) [2, 4, 33], and 

intracellular pathway caused by mitochondrial destruction and activity of proteins 

from the Bcl-2 family [5, 53]. Ultimately, both processes lead to activation of 

caspases and proteolytic  degradation of cellular structures. MAPKs play a 

significant role in regulation of apoptosis and JNK and p38 kinases are responsible 

for apoptosis induction, while ERK kinases posses anti-apoptotic activities [60, 

62].  

A model cytokine inducing apoptosis is tumour necrosis factor α (TNF-α). 

Binding of the ligand to TNFR1 possessing intracytoplasmic death domain (DD) 

initiates a reaction. Association of adaptor proteins TRADD and TRAF2 with the 

DD within the receptor leads to activation of a key MAPK kinase 292 for the 

apoptotic process - ASK-1. Activation of ASK-1 requires the presence of reactive 

oxygen species [9,39]. Inactive ASK-1 creates a complex with tioredoxin (Trx), 
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consisting an oxidative stress sensor in the cells. Only after TNF-α, or other factors 

causing oxidative stress, start to act, is Trx oxidised and the complex degrades 

while a free form of ASK-1 activates MKK4/7 and MKK3/6, which in turn 

phosphorylate JNK  and p38, respectively [35]. Transcription factors are activated, 

mainly ATF-2 and c-Jun, which create the AP-1 complex, ultimately leading to 

expression of pro-apoptotic genes [35].  

Apoptosis is a key process for proper development of T cells in the thymus and 

this process is regulated by MAPKs. The cytotoxic effect of CD8+ T cells is 

executed by the release of cytolytic granules or by interaction between membrane 

proteins of the CD8 lymphocyte and the target cell. Apoptosis is one of the 

cytotoxcity mechanisms of CD8+ T cells and it is based upon interaction of FasL 

molecules present on T cells with the Fas receptor (Apo1, CD95) present on the 

infected cell. These receptors possess a death domain in their cytoplasm which 

allows for induction of apoptosis upon the ligand binding. The classic pathway 

leads through binding of FADD to activation of caspase-8, but activation of Fas 

receptors may also lead to induction of the JNK cascade. Such a situation arises 

when active Fas receptors  bind  to another adaptor protein, Daxx. In this way, 

activated Daxx protein binds with ASK-1 and activates it [25]. The mechanism 

responsible for activation of MAPK in response to FasL binding supports the main 

caspase-8-dependent apoptotic pathway. However, this is not a key apoptotic 

pathway, as shown by Matsuzawe et al – FasL-induced apoptosis can take place 

without the presence of ASK-1 [9]. In contrast to apoptosis induced by TNF-α, 

activation of ASK-1 does not require concurrent oxidative stress [9]. Expression of 

FasL proteins is observed mainly on CD8+, CD4+T cells and on NK cells. 

 

 

SUMMARY 

 
MAPKs cascades are very important intracellular transduction pathways 

responsible for normal development and maintenance of the immune system. They 

play an important role in the first steps of infection, are responsible for production 

of the cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1 or IFN-γ upon TLRs stimulation. They are 

responsible not only for induction of cytokine synthesis, but they also participate in 

the pathways induced by these cytokines. MAPKs play a key role in differentiation 

and maturation of T cells in the thymus, they are involved in activation of T cells 

and B cells and in directing the immune response in the Th-1 or Th-2-dependent 

pathway.  

The critical role of MAPKs cascades during the course of the immune response 

indicates that these enzymes may provide an alternative to anti-viral, anti-bacterial, 

anti-inflammatory and anti-tumour drugs – inhibitors of JNK p38 are tested as 

potential drugs in therapy of pathological states, such as rheumatoid arthritis 

[23,65].  
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